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Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2202 73 Magazine Rd Dilston Hare: Loggy

Sheila, the LH3 Hash Scribe’s
Weekly Bull Shit
Run report for run 2202
Venue, 73 Magazine Rd Dilston
Hare: Loggy. Autumn is with us but one would be forgiven for thinking we are still in Summer and Loggy has set
a summer run as was
the tradition in the
early days of LH3.
Loggy has set the
beer trailer up on the
eastern side of his
dam and the trail
marked in flour starts
from behind the beer
trailer. The well
marked trail takes the
pack on a late cummers loop behind
Loggys house and the
dam. The trail comes

back past the trailer and heads through the
paddock into the next door neighbor’s property. The trail comes to a check at Magazine Rd.
Bendover is soon calling ON ON . Bendover has
slithered under an electric fence and has the
rest of the Hashers wondering if the fence is

alive. Fingers says you are all a bunch of woos’s places his
fingerless hand on the post and vaults over the top. By
this time Bendover is 300 meters ahead fighting his way
through the bracken fern lined trail. As the pack catch up
to Bendover a large tiger snake slithers across the trail
and disappears into the
dense bracken ferns. The
trail circles around the
fence line of the paddock
heading toward the East
Tamar Highway. Just before we reach the Highway we come to a well
earned check. With little
respite Tyles is calling ON
ON he has picked the trail
up heading into one of
Guns Pulp Wood Plantations. A couple of kilometers later we exit the

plantation and head back into farming paddocks
a kilometer later we are back into the plantation
for a short jog till we find the ON HOME sign
scrawled on the road. A 1500 meter jog down
the road over a fence and across the train line
and we are back at Loggy’s. If this is classed as a
summer run it would certainly be in the running
for the Best Summer Run of the year

On ON:
The new Committee are taking full credit for organising tonights run and the ON ON site at Loggy’s ranch. Loggy has spent the last couple of
weeks clearing the tea tree scrub from around the
Eastern side of the dam with his trusty tractor.
which now has a loose fly wheel as Loggy forgot
to tension it up when he changed the clutch last
week. a large pile of Tea Tree scrub has been
piled up near the dam but Loggy [The Master of
Disasters] is under dtrict instruction not to set it
alight as we are still in a fire permit period. Tyles
soon has the traditional Hash Fire Pot ablaze covering the site in thick acrid smoke. Goblet seems
to have an endless supply of cherry tomatoes
growing at home and has bought along another
bag full for the Hashers to munch on. Sheila has
announced that we are going to trial a mid
strength keg in the near future Hash Hops Scary
will get one as soon as our last heavy keg from
Boags is drunk. Goblet cant wait to get into his
Monks suit and is wildly ringing the bell calling for
a circle to be formed.

Skulls:
Our New Lip Blakey is not with us tonight so Sheila
is the stand in Lip
The First to skull tonight is the Hare Loggy. It is a
double skull for the Master of Disasters as he forgot to tension up the bolts of his tractors fly wheel
when he changed the clutch last week Our Diesel
Mechanic Boong said he has never heard fly
wheel rattle so loud.
The next to skull is Abba for 1150 runs and Scary
1700 runs. There is some conjecture whether
Scary’s achievement is for 1600 runs or 1700 and if
Abba has really done1150 as he only skulled a
couple of weeks back for his 1100 run milestone.
Pash the Mathematician may be skulling next
week But never let the truth get in the way of a
good skull. On Down is called

Raffle:
The New Monk Goblet has decided to continue with the Water House Road Kill meat
trays when they are available and he is out
to beat the terrific amount last years monk
raised which paid for most of the change
over dinner and allowed us to pay Scary for
our beer. Well done Bendover and all those
who supported the weekly raffle.

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 15th March Hare: Hash Pash; Hash Temple 6 Munford St Kings Meadows.
Tuesday 22nd March Hare: Sheila 171 West Tamar High Way Riverside.
Tuesday 29th March 32 Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare :Fingers
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres again

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
10 th March Punchbowl reserve Hare :Robin Hood.
Joke of the Week: Submitted by Bendover
Two blondes were
> filling up at a gas station and the first blonde says to the second,
> "I bet these awful gas prices are going to go even higher."
> The second blonde replies, "Won't affect me, I always put in just $10
> worth."
> One day,
> a Hashers husband came home from the office and found her sobbing
> convulsively.
> "I feel terrible," she told him. "I was pressing your suit and I
> burned a big hole in the seat of your trousers."
> "Forget it," consoled her husband. "Remember that I bought an extra
> pair of pants for that suit."
> "Yes, and it's lucky for you that you did,"
> said Jill, drying her eyes. "I used them to patch the hole."
> Two blondes were
> walking down the road and the first blonde said, "Look at that dog
> with one eye!"

> The other blonde covers one of her eyes and says, "Where?"
>
> A blonde decided
> to redecorate her bedroom. She wasn't sure how many
> rolls of wallpaper she would need, but she knew that her
> blonde friend from next door had recently done the same job
> and the two rooms were identical in size.
> "Buffy," she said, "How many rolls of
> wallpaper did you buy for your bedroom?"

> "Ten," said Buffy.
> So the blonde bought the ten rolls of paper and did the job,
> but she had 2 rolls leftover. "Buffy," she said.

> "I bought ten rolls of wallpaper for the bedroom, but
> I've got 2 leftover!"
> "Yes," said Buffy. "So did I
>

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
The 2016
Committee
We will charge
them more

And Give
them Less

